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Who What Screenshot Effects comments

Greg Sheremeta

gshereme@redhat.com Options, sign-out

options = settings. Clicking that opens the 
most pathetic settings dialog you've ever 
seen. We need some work on it.

help just links you over to ovirt.org docs.
Guillaume Vincent

gvincent@redhat.com No dropdown No Help?

Jboss - BMP

(srambach on patternfly slack)

BPM is JBoss Business Process Manager. 
What sent is a prototype demonstrating the 
HTML/CSS that will be used in production, but it 
is not actual operational code. 

"About" and "log out"
about - tells you the name, version, and 
release license.

Slider icon = settings - recommended in 
PF?

The box of boxes is an app switcher - 
like unto google apps, I think.

Red Hat Open Shift.io

(monica on patternfly slack 
and Catherine Robson <crobson@redhat.com>)

Openshift.io is and end to end tracking, 
development and continuous  integration and 
deployment product…. so any work is entered in 
a planner type of UI (like JIRA) then is 
connected and tracked through and IDE through 
to the deployment of the code.

"profile", "about", "log out"

It’s the users profile and dashboard, think GitHub…

Profile (shows me profile and user settings), About (tells me version info and such about this app), Log out

As far as the number of minimal items… 
this is a tough one, as it is not as clear 
cut as number, as what other items are 
being used in the masthead area and 
frequency of use, need to be taken into 
consideration for this decision. Also, it 
can be disorienting to have commands 
move on a user. So although it may 
seem strange to even have just log in/ 
out in a drop down, having that option 
remain constant and having the 
feedback of your name, to show you, 
that you have successfully logged in is 
an important aspect of the flexibility of 
that drop down, as well as the 
expectations of the user based on what 
is standard. That said, if there are more 
creative and usable ways to address 
this, while considering these points it 
would be exciting to see them!

Localization and general visual busyness 
of the screen are also factors… and if 
icons are used, instead of words, would 
they be single click and easily 
recognized? These would all be aspect 
to unearth and understand…

There is an existing lag time? enough to 
promote moving them out? Did he give 
you the lag in ms? Hmmm, yes that, his 
plan, his carrier, location… that said if his 
configuration is common…. then we 
have something to look at. And is it a 
tech fix or a UI fix?

Open Stack

Liz Blanchard <lsurette@redhat.com> Logout, Change Language https://lizsurette.github.io/OpenStack-Design/tripleo-ui/3-tripleo-ui-edge-cases/13.localization

https://lizsurette.github.io/OpenStack-Design/tripleo-ui/3-tripleo-ui-edge-cases/13.localization
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BPM Suites and BPMRS

Catherine Robson <crobson@redhat.com>
About (tells me version information and such 
about this app), Log out

Open Shift

Catherine Robson <crobson@redhat.com> Logout

iPasS

Catherine Robson <crobson@redhat.com> No options

EAP

Catherine Robson <crobson@redhat.com>
Shows the user their current role. "Run as" 
allows the user to change their role. Logout. No Help?

OpenShift - future planning

Serena Doyle <sdoyle@redhat.com> http://openshift.github.io/openshift-origin-design/web-console/4-patterns/masthead

http://openshift.github.io/openshift-origin-design/web-console/4-patterns/masthead
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